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Abstract:   The advection and diffusion of Asian dust from northern China and Mongolia towards Japan
in the spring of 2001 were studied by means of the difference in brightness temperature of VISSR IR-1
and IR-2 sensors of the GMS-5 satellite, and AVHRR band-4 and band-5 sensors of the NOAA satellites,
and compared with computer simulation results. The satellite images of these dust events are well
reproduced by the on-line dust tracer model CFORS coupled with regional-scale meteorological model.
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1．．．．Introduction
It is observed that Asian dust, which occurs in the deserts in the inland area of China and Mongolia and

is fanned by a low pressure system or a cold front and diffuses far and wide, reaches not only east Asian areas but
also northern Pacific Ocean and the West Coast of the United States.  Asian dust plays an important role in
examining atmospheric flow from east Asia to northern Pacific Ocean, that is, as a kind of tracer in the
atmosphere.

The Asian dust events in 2001 have often occurred since the beginning of the year, and it was reported
that some of them reached the Atlantic Ocean after crossing over the North American Continent.  In this report,
we discuss the results of the observation of the dust phenomena between March and May in 2001, and compare
with computer simulation results calculated by an on-line dust tracer model CFORS (Chemical weather
FORecasting System) coupled with regional-scale meteorological model.

2．．．．Aerosol Vapor Index images of meteorological satellites
The images of thermal infrared channels of IR1 (10.5-11.5 µm) and IR2 (11.5-12.5 µm) of GMS-

5/VISSR are utilized to detect Asian dust in the spring time of 2000 [1], as well as the NOAA/AVHRR images of
the brightness temperature difference of band 4 (10.3-11.3 µm) and band 5 (11.5-12.5 µm) for the dust events in
1997-2001 [2-6].

In the case without any influence of aerosol, the transmission rates of vapor in the thermal infrared band
of IR2 and band 5 are lower than in those of IR1 and band 4, respectively.  This is why the difference t4-t5 of the
brightness temperature value ti = a ni - b (a=0.5, b=85, i =IR1, IR2 for GMS-5/VISSR; a=0.1, b=50, i=ch.4, ch.5
for NOAA/AVHRR) is positive and is almost proportional to the amount of the water vapor in the pass.  On the
other hand, soil aerosol tends generally to give opposite effect to what vapor gives though there is some difference
in the distribution of its particle size and that of its altitude [7].  Therefore, we pay attention to the fact that the
brightness temperature difference in the wavelength observed from IR1 and IR2 gives us a rough idea of the
amount of vapor and aerosol, and we define the Aerosol Vapor Index (AVI) by the following equations :
      AVI = n2－n1＋100   for GMS-5/VISSR ,    AVI= n5－n4＋200    for NOAA/AVHRR

We analyzed under the stretching-ranges of 95 to 105 in GMS-5/VISSR and 170 to 210 for
NOAA/AVHRR, i.e., t2-t1 is -2.5 to 2.5 K and t5-t4 is -3.0 to 1.0 K, respectively.

We succeeded in observing in time series how yellow sand dust is fanned by low-pressure or a cold front
and is carried far away on large scale atmospheric current.

3．．．．Asian dust events in 2001
Heavy dust phenomenon was observed on January 2, and misty phenomena were observed in Kyushu on

February 6, 14, 19 and 20, and later days.  In this study, we discuss the dust phenomena between February 26 and
May 6, which are divided into four cases:

Case 1. March 3 to 9,  Case 2. March 17 to 27,  Case 3. April 5 to 19,  Case 4. April 20 to May 6.
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The Asian dust phenomena are many times seen in the time serial changes of SPM (Suspended
Particulate Matter).  The arrival of yellow sand dust can be confirmed by the SPM data at Kagoshima in southern
Kyusyu, Japan, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. One-hour value of SPM in March and April 2001 at Kagoshima (Taniyama station).

4．．．．AVI images and simulation results for Cases 1 to 3
Examples of AVI Images and CFORS simulation results for Cases 1 - 3 are shown in Figs. 2 - 4.

            

GMS-AVI image at 13:00 JST, March 5       GMS-AVI image at 13:00 JST, March 6

           
NOAA-AVI image at 15:49 JST, March 5      NOAA-AVI image at 15:37 JST, March 6

       

CFORS simulation at 12:00 JST, March 5     CFORS simulation at 12:00 JST, March 6

Fig. 2. Sample images in Case 1.  (Top : GMS-AVI , middle : NOAA-AVI , bottom : CFORS simulation;
left : March 5, right : March 6, 2001.)
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GMS-AVI image at 12:00 JST, March 20           GMS-AVI image at 12:00 JST, March 22

     

NOAA-AVI image at 13:07-14:49 JST, March 20      NOAA-AVI image at 14:28-12:46 JST, March 22

          

GMS LS-image at 12:00 JST, March 20          GMS LS-image at 12:00 JST March 22

          
CFORS Simulation at 12:00 JST, March 20           CFORS Simulation at 12:00 JST, March 22

Fig. 3. Sample images in Case 2.  (Top: GMS-AVI , second: NOAA-AVI , third: GMS-LS , bottom: CFORS simulation;
left : March 20, right : March 22, 2001.)
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NOAA-AVI image at 6:11-8:03 JST, April 7       GMS-AVI image at 12:00 JST April 7

         
NOAA-AVI image at 6:04-5:30 JST, April 8       GMS-AVI image at 12:00 JST, April 8

        

NOAA-AVI images at 6:48-5:51-5:07 JST, April 9     GMS-AVI image at 12:00 JST, April 9

       

NOAA-AVI image at 8:33 JST, April 10      GMS-AVI image at 12:00 JST, April 10

Fig. 4. Sample images in Case 3  ( left : NOAA- AVI ,   right : GMS-AVI).
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April 7

April 8

April 9

April 10

Fig.5. CFORS simulations at 12 JST, April 7-10.

5. Remarks on the dust events in Cases 1 - 4
Case 1. Asian dust events between 3 and 9 in March

The Asian dust event started on 4-5 March
by the low over Gobi, Ordos and Loess plateau
areas.  It crossed over Japan on 6-7 March.  This
may be traced back in AVI images of GMS-5 and
NOAA such as shown in Fig. 2.

Case 2. The dust events between 17 and 27 in March
      The episode of the dust, which brought
extremely dense events in Korea on 20 and 22
March are seen by comparing the AVI images of
both satellites and simulation results. In Fig.3, third
row shows level slice images (LS) of GMS-AVI.

Case 3. The dust events between 5 and 19 in April
 Strong wind by the low-pressure of the
cut-off vortex caused the upraise of Asian dust over
Gobi and the Loess Plateau of China on 6-7 April,
as clearly seen in GMS-AVI images.  The time
series analysis of AVI demonstrates the advection
and diffusion of this dust from northern China
towards Japan and the north passing over the Sea of
Japan during 7-10 April. This dust was brought by
the slow advent of this cut-off vortex towards east,
as seen in a series of NOAA-AVI and GMS-5 AVI
images shown in Fig. 4.  It was observed that the
dust crossed over Salt Lake City on 15 April and it
further reached to the Atlantic Ocean beyond the
Canadian east coast on 20 April.  The CFORS
simulation results, as shown in Fig.5 for the Asian
region, are in good agreement with the AVI images.

Before and after this big episode, there
were other dust events affecting Japan.

Case 4. The dust events between April 20 and May 6
Very dense dust is seen in the AVI images

since 20 April, and diffused dust toward east and
north over Korea and the Sea of Japan in the
following days up to April 23-24.  They are
consistent with yellow sand dust records by the
observatories of Japan Meteorological Agency in
Kyushu and north-east side of San-in and Hokuriku
of Japanese Island.

This episode was followed by other dust
events started successively around 25, 27 and 29 April.
Then, on 3-4 May, another dust event caused by a cut-
off vortex started, and traveled eastwards.
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6. Conclusions
The conclusions of this study are summarized as follows:

(1) The AVI images of NOAA and GMS are very effective in detecting the rise, transport and diffusion of
the Asian dusts over East Asia, as we have studied for the events from 1997 to 2001.
(2) The results are in good agreement with the on-line dust transport model CFORS coupled with regional-
scale meteorological model taking into account the surface conditions.
(3) The time sequence of the AVI images and the weather patterns may also give clues to the recognition of the
dust storm.  In this respect, the simulation with enough weather information is important.

Previous studies [1-7] and related works on Asian dust events during 1997-2001 are collected in a booklet [8].
Many satellite images in these works may be seen at

http://www-sci.edu.kagoshima-u.ac.jp/sing/kosa/kosa-e.htm.
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